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TECHNICAL DATA / TEKNISKA DATA

2 850 829 R. 07/19

EN

INSTALLATION-OPERATION

Extremely robust high delivery and high hose capacity. A pair of rugged 

reliable springs assist to rewind the hose. Heavy duty hose reel. All metal 

construction polyester powder coated.

DESCRIPTION

WARNING: Before carrying out any kind of maintenance, close 

the nearest shut off valve to the hose reel and open the dispensing 

valve to relieve the pressure in the hose. The reel spring is under 

very high tension and can cause serious injury if it is released. 

Therefor, do not attempt to service the spring inside the reel.

MAINTENENCE

FLUIDS HOSE CAPACITY

Water, diesel fuel, suction, DEF. 1-1/2" 15 m (50')

Settle the hose reel over a horizontal robust surface. There are two 

different hose outlet positions available. To be able to change the hose 

outlet position, it is necessary:

1. Make sure the hose reel is firmly fixed over a horizontal surface.

2. The spool must be blocked by means of the ratchet, to avoid the

power springs to turn it. To block the spool, extract the hose to the

nearest blocking ratchet position. During the hose outlet substitution

process, be careful not to let the spool turn freely.

3. Unscrew the bolts (1), take out the hose outlet rollers (2) , and

disassemble the crosspiece (4) (fig. 1).

4. Orientate the hose (it is not necessary to disassemble the hose

stopper) towards the new hose outlet position. To do this, grab firmly

the hose, unlatch the spool and turn it until the hose reach its new

position (fig. 2). Then, latch the spool again, at the nearest position.

5. Assemble between then, the hose outlet components took apart

previously as shown (fig. 3), and take them to their new position as

shown. Then, screw the bolts (3) (fig. 4).

6. Finally, assemble the crosspiece (4) (fig. 4) at the indicated position.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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GENERAL / ALLMÄNT / GÉNÉRALITÉSGENERAL / ALLMÄNT

3R. 07/19  850 829

NOTE: During hose installation, tighten the U-bolt just till the hose 
gets slightly deformed. Do not overtighten the U-bolt, since the 
hose could be damaged.

To install the hose the first time, follow the next steps:
1. Make sure the power springs are relaxed, with no tension, in such a

way that the spool does not try to turn (the ratchet must be

unlocked).

2. Connect the new hose to the gooseneck (2), place the U-bolt (1) (fig. 5)

in such a way that it firmly holds the hose against the spool, and start

to wind the hose into the spool turning the spool manually.

3. Once the hose is completely wound around the spool (the power

springs still will be with no tension), apply the pretension to the power 

springs by turning the spool the number or turns stated in the table

depending on the hose length (see table), turning in positively

direction as shown in (fig. 6). Do not apply more tension than stated,

as the power springs could be damaged.

4. Pass the hose end through the roller outlet to the desired length, lock

the spool with the ratchet in the nearest position and place the hose

stopper (fig. 7) making sure the latch keeps accessible.

5. Fully unwind and rewind the hose to make sure the power springs are

correctly tensioned. The hose reel is equipped with 2 strong power

springs working in parallel to assist during the hose rewinding.

HOSE INSTALLATION THE FIRST TIME

Fig. 5

+ -
Fig. 6
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Fig. 7

HOSE REPLACEMENT

NOTE: During hose installation, tighten the U-bolt just till the hose 
gets slightly deformed. Do not overtighten the U-bolt, since the 
hose could be damaged.

1. Ensure the reel is firmly attached. Take the hose fully out and let the

spool blocked by the ratchet mechanism.

NOTE: beware the spool to get loose and start turning freely.

2. Remove the U-bolt (1) by loosening its nuts and disconnect the hose

from the gooseneck (2) (fig. 5).

3. Take away the hose from the spool and remove the hose stopper in

order to use it with the new hose.

4. Connect the new hose to the gooseneck. Place the U-bolt in such a

way that it firmly holds the hose against the spool, and pull the hose

in order to unlock the ratchet.

5. Allow the hose to slowly wind into the spool and ensure to finish with

the whole hose inside the reel and the power springs with no tension

(in such a way that the spool does not try to turn).

6. Apply the pre-tension to the power springs by turning the spool

towards positive direction, the number of turns indicated in (fig. 6),

depending on the hose length. Do not apply more tension than

stated, as the power spring could be damaged.

7. Pass the hose end through the roller outlet to the desired length, lock

the spool with the ratchet in the nearest position and place the hose

stopper (fig. 7) making sure the latch keeps accessible.

8. Fully unwind and rewind the hose to make sure the power spring is

correctly tensioned. The hose reel is equipped with 2 strong power

springs working in parallel to assist during the hose rewinding.

HOSE LENGTH HOSE 1 1-2"

15 m (50') + 7 turns
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MAINTENANCE / UNDERHÅLL

16 850 829 R. 07/19
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DIMENSIONS / DIMENSIONES / DIMENSÕES / РАЗМЕРЫ

COMMON TO ALL MODELS / COMUNES A TODOS LOS MODELOS
Part No. / Cód. Incl. pos. Description Descripción

528021 1, 2, 2x(3), 4, 5, 6, 7 Latch parts Componentes de trinquete
528080 4x(13), 2x(14), 8x(15), 2x(16), 2x(17), 2x(18), 2x(19) Roller outlet assembly Conjunto salida de rodillos
528081 2x(9) Swivel seals Juntas de rótula
750857 10 Inlet shaft Eje de entrada

1-1/2" HOSE REELS  / ENROLLADORES DE MANGUERA 1-1/2"
Part No. / Cód. Incl. pos. Description Descripción

528082 8, 2x(9), 23, 24 Swivel Joint Rótula
528083 4x(20), 4x(21), 2x(22) Hose Stopper Tope de manguera
528084 11, 12 Power Spings Resortes

PARTS LIST / LISTA DE RECAMBIOS / PEÇAS DE REPOSIÇÃO / ПЕРЕЧЕНЬ ДЕТАЛЕЙ

COMUM A TODOS OS MODELOS / ОБЩИЕ ДЕТАЛИ ДЛЯ ВСЕХ МОДЕЛЕЙ
Cód. / Артикул Incl. pos. Descrição Описание

528021 1, 2, 2x(3), 4, 5, 6, 7 Conjunto do trinquete Детали защелки

528080 4x(13), 2x(14), 8x(15), 2x(16), 2x(17), 2x(18), 2x(19) Conjunto de saída dos 
rodilhos

Сборка оборудованной роликами 
выходной рамки

528081 2x(9) Juntas do giratório Уплотнения поворотного соединения
750857 10 Eixo da entrada Впускная труба

CARRETEL DE MANGUEIRA 1-1/2" / КАТУШКИ СО ШЛАНГОМ 1-1/2”
Cód. / Артикул Incl. pos. Descrição Описание

528082 8, 2x(9), 23, 24 Giratório do carretel Поворотное соединение

528083 4x(20), 4x(21), 2x(22) Abraçadeira de parada para 
mangueira Фиксатор шланга

528084 11, 12 Molas do carretel Силовые пружины

3R. 02/22 850 821
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SWIVEL REPLACEMENT
1. Disconnect the hoses of the inlet shaft (1) and the swivel  joint (2) (Fig. 7). On the swivel, use two wrenches (Fig. 4) in

 order to avoid any shaft damage.

2. Loosen the set screw in the nut (3) and remove said nut.

MAINTENANCE

6. Apply the pre-tension to the power spring by turning the spool the number of turns indicated below, depending on the power spring version 

and the hose length (Fig. 5):

HOSE LENGTH HIGH VOLUME POWER SPRING HIGH CAPACITY POWER SPRING
15 m +7 turns

20 - 25 m +5 turns
30 m +1 turns

Do not apply more tension than stated, as the power spring could be damaged.

7. Pass the hose end through the roller outlet to the desired length, lock the spool with the ratchet in the nearest position and place the hose stopper.

8. Fully unwind and rewind the hose to make sure the power spring is correctly tensioned.

SPRING LOAD ADJUSTMENT
If you wish to increase or decrease the power spring tension:

1. Pull the hose out till the first ratchet locking position.

2. Remove the hose stopper and pull the hose out in order to unlock the ratchet.

3. Allow the hose to fully wind into the spool, applying some counter-force in order to avoid the spool to turn freely.

NOTE: beware the spool may get loose and start turning freely.

4. Turn the spool to increase or decrease the power spring tension (Fig. 5).

5. Pass again the hose end through the roller outlet and place the hose stopper  in the desired position.

6. Make sure that the hose fully winds and unwinds properly. If it does not, repeat the previous steps until it does.

LATCH REPLACEMENT
1. With the hose fully wound on the spool and the hose stopper touching the rollers, turn the spool enought to be able to reach the ratchet 

assembly. Make sure to avoid the spool to turn freely, blocking it safely.

2. Loosen the 2 bolts (1) (Fig. 6), and the 4 nuts (2) (Fig. 6). Remove the ratchet assembly.

3. Clean the components, or replace the ratchet assembly with a new one. In the case of 

unscrewing the ratchet shaft (3) (Fig. 6), be sure to clean the thread and apply 

medium-strength threadlocker before screwing it back into the plate (4) (Fig. 6).

4. Assemble the ratchet assembly in place and tight the 2 bolts (1) (Fig. 6). 

and the 4 nuts (2) (Fig. 6).

5. Make sure the ratchet assembly works properly.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6
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MAINTENACE / UNDERHÅLL

17R. 07/19  850 829

PARTS LIST / LISTA DE RECAMBIOS / PEÇAS DE REPOSIÇÃO / ПЕРЕЧЕНЬ ДЕТАЛЕЙ
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FOR REEL 
25885 CONSIST OF POS. QUANTITY 

/ ANTAL
2588501 Latch assembly 1, 2, 2x(3), 4, 5, 6, 7 1

2588502 Roller outlet assembly 4x(13), 2x(14), 8x(15), 2x(16), 2x(17), 2x(18), 2x(19) 1

2588503 Swivel seals 2x(9) 4

2588504 Inlet shaft 10 1

2588505 Swivel assembly 8, 2x(9), 23, 24 2

2588506 Hose stopper assembly 4x(20), 4x(21), 2x(22) 1

2588507 Power springs 11, 12

2588508 Outlet hose 15m x 1-1/2” –

2588509 Inlet hose 1m x 1-1/2” –
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EC CONFORMITY DECLARATION / KONFORMITETSDEKLARATION

Alentec&Orion AB, Grustagsvägen 4, SE-13840, Älta, Sweden, declares by the present certificate that the mentioned machinery is 
in conformity with the following standards or other normative documents (TÜV S9211282), (DIN 24558 / 10.91), 
(DIN EN 292 / 2/11.91) and has been declared in conformity with the EC Directive (2006/42/EEC).

Alentec&Orion AB, Grustagsvägen 4, SE-13840, Älta, Sverige, deklarerar genom detta certifikat att de omnämnda utrustningarna 
är i överensstämmelse med följande standarder eller normerande dokument (TÜV S9211282), (DIN 24558 / 10.91), (DIN EN 292 / 
2/11.91) och har blivit deklarerade i enlighet med EC Direktiv (2006/42/EEC).
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